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Thumbs drive most interactions 
on mobile screens. 75% of users 
touch the screen with one thumb. 
We use hands interchangeably.

Thumb-Driven 
Design

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.
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Thumb sweep area is limited, 
but we are good at shifting our 
grip across the back of the phone. 
It also depends on contact patch.
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People frequently shift their grip, 
for specific types of interactions, 
depending on their task/context. 
36% cradle their device, using a 
second hand for reach or stability.

Grip Changes 
When Needed

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.









The larger a device is, the further 
people hold them away from the 
eyes. We use larger devices when 
sitting down more than phones.

Distance From 
Eyes Varies
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The smaller a device is, the more 
people use it on the move. Larger 
devices are usually residing on 
the desk or on a stand.

Small Devices 
Used On The Move
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Humans rarely hit tap targets 
on mobile, so our designs should 
accommodate for misses with 
generous padding.

Input Is Always 
Imprecise

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to tap around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most
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The further away hit targets are 
from the center, the larger the 
padding should be (7–12mm). We 
prefer to scroll around the center.

Central Area 
Matters Most

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.





Primary content at the center. 
Secondary actions along the top 
and bottom edges (e.g. as tabs).  
Tertiary functions behind 
menus, in one of the corners.

Design Around  
Priorities

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.



They are in-between, tired, 
stressed or hungry—and wishing 
for instant gratification. Rates 
depend on time of the day/week, 
motivation and cognitive effort.

Customers Are 
Often Distracted



Often in-between, tired, stressed, 
busy, hungry—wishing for instant 
gratification. Abandonment rates 
depend on time of the day/week, 
motivation and cognitive effort.
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Humans are using our stuff while 
they are doing something else. 
More often than not, that else is 
way more exciting or interesting.

Customers Are 
Often Distracted
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Images are the most important 
element in the eCommerce UI. 
In general, the larger the images, 
the better the experience.

Customers Focus 
On Visuals
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3840×2160
Native resolution of Ultra HDTV, or 4K (2160p). 

4K screens can serve 8-megapixel images.





5120×2880
Native resolution of Retina 5K iMac (2880p).  

Apple’s default resolution setting is 2560×1440.  
5K screens can serve 14.7-megapixel images.





7680×4320
8K screens can serve 33-megapixel images (4320p).  
A heavily compressed desktop wallpaper is 11.7 MB. 
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Off-Canvas.



Off-Canvas.





















































Accordion.



Accordion.

























Accordion Design Checklist
1. How do you design a category’s title? 
2. What icon do you choose to indicate expansion? 
3. How do you indicate collapse/expanded states? 
4. Where exactly do you place the icon? 
5. Should all section be collapsed or open by default? 
6. What happens if a user clicks on the category? 
7. What happens if a user clicks on empty space? 
8. Should expanded section collapse automatically? 
9. What if there isn’t enough space to display all items? 
10. Should accordion contain a link to category’s main page? 
11. Should the user be scrolled to top with expanded accordion? 
12. Do you include the “expand all / collapse all” functionality? 
13. Do we keep the state of an accordion on reload?



















• All options with icons placed on the right 
resulted in slower task completion.

• With an icon placed on the right, users 
tend to click on the icon — not on the text,

http://viget.com/inspire/testing-accordion-menu-designs-iconography










Summary  
 
 

— use chevron or plus to indicate expansion  
— icon maps well with the direction of expansion 
— chevron changes direction (top/down) 
— plus changes to close/minus 
— place the icon left-aligned or right-aligned 
— entire bar should act as expansion  
— thumb should be large enough for tapping 
— category's main page is listed in a dropdown 
— expanded state could collapse automatically



Carousel.



Carousel.



































Tables.



Tables.



















































• Extract Relevant Details, e.g. Reviews 
Extract and display advantages/disadvantages of 
each product, ratings, highlights from reviews.









• Suggest the “best” option 
Based on customer’s preferences, calculate that 
“match score” and guide users towards best option.



Feature Comparison Checklist

1. How do you indicate that comparison is possible?  
2. What happens when the first item is added for comparison? 
3. Have you disabled the option to compare only one selected item? 
4. Before comparison, do you change the link/highlight the 
selected product, or display a comparison bar/ lightbox? 

5. How do users unselect a selected option?  
6. Should we suggest products to compare at some point? 
7. How many items may a customer add for comparison? 
8. Do we use animation or transitions to display comparison? 
9. Do we display the price (or price development), a link to the 
individual product page, ratings, reviews, a thumbnail, the 
product’s model name, and price-matching tooltip?



Feature Comparison Checklist

10. Can users switch to see only differences/similarities/all?  
11. Do we group and collapse attributes by default? 
12. Do we track attributes consistency/comparable meta data?  
13. Do we highlight columns and rows upon hover or tap? 
14. Can the user move columns left and right? 
15. What if the user compares items in unrelated categories? 
16. How do we allow users to add more items for comparison? 
17. How do we allow users to remove items from comparison? 
18. Should we ask customers to choose preferred attributes? 
19. Do we suggest a “winner” among the compared products? 
20. Does every action have visual and/or aural feedback?



Feature Comparison Checklist

21. Have we provided a shareable link for comparison? 
22. Are compared items stored persistently (page refresh/exit)? 
23. Do we include a “Notify about price drop” option for emails? 
24. Is the feature comparison accessible, an unordered list? 
25. How do we make the feature comparison behave responsively?



Summary  
 
 

— highlight adv/disadvantages from reviews, 
— expose price, ratings, model name, URL  
— extract and highlight keywords from reviews  
— consistent, comparable attributes matter 
— group and collapse attributes 
— provide only differences/all attributes views 
— enable adding products to comparison 
— highlight columns/rows on tap/hover 
— rearranging columns is provided 
— keep the headings/thumnbails floating



Maps.



Maps.























Timelines.



Timelines.
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• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
“Traditional” pagination is perceived as slow; yet 
endless scrolling is often a usability nightmare.



• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
Display 10–30 products on initial page load, use 
endless scrolling to load next 10–30 products.



• Prefer “Load more”+ Infinite Scrolling pattern  
When reaching 50–100 products, switch to the “Load 
more” pattern to actively prompt user to act.



"Online Shopping insights from customer ratings ”, July 2015.  
https://medium.com/@grt1710/online-shopping-insights-from-customer-ratings-in-flipkart-amazon-and-snapdeal-6bd75f1cf8f
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“UX Breakdown of Customer Reviews”, Ravi Teja, http://www.stickermule.com
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People trust consumer-facing 
brands.. Adding visual clues with 
SSL/trust seals provides a sense 
of visual robustness. Especially 
for smaller eCommerce sites.

Security Hints 
(Often) Help



Also, add reassuring microcopy, a 
slightly different background, and 
visual grouping of payment items.  
Home-made icons and padlock 
icon might do the trick, too..

Security Hints 
(Often) Help







• Email verification is unnecessary 
60% of users consistently copy/paste their email 
when asked to verify it in the checkout.











Various issues: unclear sorting, 
scrolling issues, multiple names/
spellings for the same country 
and breaks the tabbing blow. 
Breaks flow on mobile.

Redesign Country 
Selector
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Auto-complete country selector 
must support typos, synonyms, 
local spellings, country codes, 
smart prioritization. Can be used 
for other geographical areas.

Redesign Country  
Selector













Storytelling.



Storytelling.
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Problem.







Meow!  
@smashingmag


